
This is an appeal, primarily to see what they’re hiding with their redactions.  They claim they can’t process the appeal for 2 
years because of backlogging.  Even if that’s true, the importance of the Freedom of Information Act, demands that they 

should be staffed to meet that importance, for transparency in this supposed democracy. 

 



 



Notice the circled time.  Then on the next page, notice that circled time.  3 minutes and they released the hounds. 

 



Here it is.  Matthew Holman asking Karl Thrash, to do something about it.  He blocked communication with the entire 15,000 
employees of the FDA.  Notice the redaction of that. 

 



Here’s the FOIA response, before the appeal.  As you can see from this page, and the page above, the main redaction is b(5), 
which they use to hide the information (redaction), under the guise of exemption from civil discovery (like in a lawsuit).  Why 

redact when you have nothing to hide? 

 



 



 





 



He’s slippery.  If you really read this carefully, it boils down to “We have to be transparent, therefore we can’t tell you 
anything.”  What the policy should be is to simply be transparent.  Truth.  It’s pretty simple. 

 



Begging him to be transparent. 

 



It’s pretty simple, as it’s laid out here to him:  Radioactivity in tobacco is a major factor in lung, and other cancers.  That has 
been established by countless researchers.  The NCI has communicated directly what’s mentioned here.  It’s way past time 

for awareness and legislation for organic tobacco, which would save countless lives. 

 



He just repeats himself here, and doesn’t even address the point that the NCI, with its multi-billion dollar yearly budget, has 
conclusive evidence that radioactivity in tobacco is a major cause of cancer. 

 



Here again, trying in vain to suck up to him, so that something might get done. 

 



Thoroughly disgusted, after no response, some legal research was done, and came up with this: 

 


